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Act One 

Teenage wasteland. 

Chapter One 

Stop me if you’ve heard this one, a duck and a ghost walk into a bar… 

 Fall 2000 

A single gold flake drifts to the open page of my book. I look up as rainbow confetti falls all 

around me—it shimmers in the California sunlight as it goes flying; caught on the autumn wind.  

“Would you please stop?” 

Two men walking by on the path look over at me and then to each other before shrugging 

and carrying on. More confetti is thrown on me. I frown, looking up from my book again. 

“Come on man, I’m trying to read here,” I tell the guy who is continuously reaching into 

his pockets and pulling out more confetti. He had done the same to the older woman on the 

bench across the Town Green. She paid him no mind and so he wiggled his way over to me, 

littering the ground with small pieces of metallic plastic as he went. 

“I hope you’re enjoying this golden shower,” he says in a lilting brogue and laughs as he 

frolics about. 

“You know,” I scoff, “that’s a really gross thing to say to a kid. What are you, like thirty? 

Fucking pervert.” 

 He stops dead in his tracks, halting his heels with such force his heels sink into the grass. 

He spins around and sticks his face an inch from mine with a crazed look in his eyes. “Whoa, 

whoa, wait a minute—are you talking to me?” he asks as he drops to his knees, shoving his face 

ever closer. 
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“No one else is throwing shit on me.” I scooch back until I feel the large pine I’ve been 

sitting under at my back. 

“No way, no fucking way. You can see me? You can hear me? You’re talking to me?” The 

man jolts up and aggressively runs his hands through his shaggy pale red hair as he jumps 

around. “You can really see me?” he continues to ask between the woah’s he shouts into the sky. 

I look to wipe away the confetti from my book but it has already blown away so I place 

the bookmark I’ve had tucked in my blue low top Chucks between the open pages and stuff the 

book into my backpack. 

“You’re crazy,” I say as I get up to walk over to Aunt Jean’s antique shop, The Dust 

Stop. My parents are away on business to a romantic resort they have been whispering about for 

months so I’m staying with my aunt for the week. My school lets out two hours before she closes 

so I’ve just been waiting here under the tree, reading for a school assignment until I was so 

rudely interrupted by a random weirdo. I make my way off the grass but notice he’s stopped his 

dancing and is following me—I speed up causing my heavy backpack to flop against me. 

“Hey, hold on, kid,” he yells as I reach for the shop’s front door. “Let me explain, I 

promise it is crazier than you think.” 

I don’t stop nor do I turn around, this guy is extreme Stranger-Danger. 

“Slow down, Duckie,” Aunt Jean says as I rush in past a customer who is looking at the 

creepy vintage baby dolls she recently acquired and has on display in the shop window. 

“Sorry, Auntie,” I blurt out, slipping in behind the counter. “Look out of the window, is 

there a ginger guy still out there?” 
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“Outside?” Aunt Jean asks though she doesn’t raise her eyes from the stack of ornate 

saucers she's pricing. 

“Yes,” I hiss, as another customer in the shop walks by. Standing on my tippy toes, I turn 

her head with hands on both sides to the other large shop window to where I last saw the man. 

Aunt Jean pushes the curly brown hair from her eyes that I smashed onto her face, “I see 

no one, why are you asking me to see if there is a guy out there? Was someone messing with 

you?” She turns to me with her brow furrowed. 

“Yes… and no, there was a guy dancing around me while I was trying to do my 

homework.” 

“Dancing like he’s a street performer?” 

“No, he’s a weirdo.” 

“Street performers are weirdos, sweetie,” Aunt Jean tells me and adjusts her pricing gun 

before returning to her pricing. 

            “He threw gold confetti on me and said it was a golden shower.” 

“And?” 

“You don’t know what a golden shower is, huh?” 

She shakes her head no. 

“A golden shower is when someone pees on you.” 
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She puts the price gun down and looks at me, “Did this guy pee on you, Duckie?” her 

tone turns serious but her facial expressions soften. 

“No, no—” I was going to say it was just confetti again but she cut me off. 

“Did he show himself to you… a body part that he shouldn't have?” 

“No, he just wouldn’t leave me alone then got weird when I asked him to leave me alone. 

He kept asking if I was talking to him and if I could see him, like I shouldn’t have been able to or 

something. I think he is crazy.” 

“Okay,” she says and drags me by the hand to the window. “Point him out.” 

“I don’t see him anymore, sorry,” I tell her, lowering my voice.  I sigh, regretting having 

said anything and worrying her. 

“Well, tell me what he looks like,” she says, giving me a small side hug before she 

returns to pricing her goods behind the counter. 

I follow, dropping my backpack in a corner and taking a seat on one of the two vintage 

industrial green dentist swivel stools she refuses to put up for sale, “Um, tall guy, red hair,” I 

start while I dangle my legs. “He’s, maybe, like thirty? He had on blue jeans that were rolled up 

some in the leg. Beige running shoes, they had red laces and a red butterfly on the side in a 

diamond. He had on, like, a heavy sweater, kinda like the one your dad wears when he comes for 

dinner on Sundays.” 

“What one?” 
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“The one with the different fabric on the elbows and shoulders,” I say, grabbing at my 

own shoulder in case she didn’t know what I meant when I said shoulder. Ugh. 

“Like a shooter sweater?” 

“Sure, if that’s what it’s called. I think he would be pretty if he was a girl, kinda looked 

like mom but with less of a pointy face and his hair was lighter.” 

“Super blue eyes?” she asks, smiling at a new customer walking in. 

“I didn’t see. I think he’s British or something, he had an accent.” 

“Alright, I’ll keep an eye out for this guy and if I see him, I’ll kick his ass,” Aunt Jean 

says backing up to ensure her butt touches me as she says ass. “I want you to stay inside till I 

close so no one else messes with you. Also, how do you know what a gold shower is?” 

“Golden,” I correct, “and, um, watching stand-up with Dad.” 

“Your mom know?” 

I shake my head. 

“Well, lucky for you and your dad, your secret is safe with me. I’ll talk to Lenny before 

we leave so he can keep an eye out.” 

Lenny is the security guard for the jewelry shop next door; he’s also the older brother of 

Audrey Thorpe, the owner. Audrey is a bit of a security freak with her cameras and buzzer on the 

door to let her customers in and out. Lenny typically stands in between Auntie and his sister’s 

shop but keeps an eye on all the little shops in Lions Village since it's only one block. Seven 

retail shops on one side, including The Dust Stop and across the street is our library, four 
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eateries, a daycare and a spooky floral shop called Bath Tea that has yet to open. The main retail 

side has a large patch of grass and a few trees and benches along the sidewalks that boxes in the 

grassy area. It’s where smaller town events like our Spring Harvest and Dia De Los Muertos 

festivals are held. 

There isn’t too much trouble around town but the trails and natural parks bring tourists 

and random drifters who live out of their backpacks or cars. The confetti dancer could be a 

drifter though he seems much cleaner than the random passersby I’m used to seeing. 

“I say we go to Beakers tonight, my treat,” Aunt Jean says after she rings up the lady who 

was looking at the creepy dolls. The woman buys the smaller ones and a postcard that 

reads Greetings from Aster! with a picture of the infamous Minnie Aster house and, of course, 

Minnie’s favorite flower which our town is named after; the Fanny Aster. “That is if you don’t 

mind dusting those back shelves so I can display these teacups so we can get out right at five.” 

“Duster in the closet?” I ask, hopping off the stool, excited about the offer of going to 

Beakers—they have the best chicken and waffles sandwich smothered in the best turkey gravy. 

“Yes, ma’am.” 

“On it!” I run past the big furniture displayed to the back room. 

“Thanks, Duckie. Remember, no running,” she says as she went back to pricing and 

helping her customers. I clean till I start having a sneezing fit and Aunt Jean tells me to hide out 

in the backroom for the last thirty minutes. 

I throw my backpack on the old red velvet couch Aunt Jean used to have at her old 

apartment on York Way Drive. It was demoted from her home office after her cat, Zoe Bell, 
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finally tore open the fabric on the cushion she was so fond of napping on. I wasn’t allowed to put 

my feet up on the couch regardless of the horrible patch job but do anyway because there is no 

way I can make this thing worse. Besides, the couch is tucked in the back behind a half wall so I 

can throw my legs down without Auntie knowing if I see the door opening. 

I pull out my yellow Game Boy Color from the front the pocket of my backpack and dig 

around for a game until I find the newest Zelda, Oracle of Seasons, and play until I hear the door 

open. Jumping up, I kick my legs over the side of the couch and knock my unzipped backpack 

over, making everything fall out. 

“Hey, what are you doing back here?” Aunt Jean asks. 

“Nothing, just playing a game. You startled me and I kicked over my backpack,” I tell 

her, offering half the truth as I begin gathering my things at my feet. 

“Let me help,” she says and picks up a No. 2 pencil at her feet. “I’m all locked up, come 

help me turn off all the lights, yeah?” 

I follow her out and start shutting off the overhead lights, leaving us in the middle of a 

firefly light show thanks to all the mini vintage lamps and chandeliers hanging sporadically 

above. Tucking into all the hard to reach areas, I hit the switches on the power strips off while 

Aunt Jean takes care of the rest.   

“Alright, kid. Go grab your things, I’ma do a one over of the place and set the alarm.” 

 I run to the bathroom, wash my hands without soap, and run to the back room to get my 

backpack and red hoodie. 
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“Ready?” Jean asks after giving me the keys to her car. She yells go and the countdown 

of beeps from her alarm sister begins—I run out of the shop and unlock the car, jumping inside 

while locking the doors behind me in case stranger danger is still around. She comes out less 

than a minute after me and joins me in the car. 

“So, Beakers?” 

“Yes, please,” I agree while pulling my jacket on since it dropped twenty degrees since 

school let out and I only have on a black tank top under my overalls. 

  

After dinner, we get to Aunt Jean’s condo as the food coma is setting in. I drag my feet from the 

entryway to the living room and dig my pajamas and toothbrush out of Dad’s gym bag I’ve been 

using this week. 

            “I’m putting the tape in, hurry up or you’ll miss the beginning,” Aunt Jeans yells from the 

living room. 

            “No, wait for me!” I run out to the room and jump on the couch. 

            Aunt Jean and I are both mega-fans of Buffy the Vampire Slayer. The show started when I 

was eleven and I’ve been hooked since and have never missed an episode though sometimes had 

to record it to watch later, like tonight. It’s the second episode of season five. “Ugh, Dawn and 

Harmony. Yawn,” I groan a quarter in as I realize they’re going to be the main features of the 

story. 

            “I can live without Harmony but I like Dawn,” Aunt Jean says with a smack to my knee.   
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            “Oh, come on! She just invited Harmony inside. Vampires 101, don’t invite the vampire 

inside.” 

            “Shoosh,” Aunt Jean says with a smack to my knee.             

As a paper vampire crosses the screen at the end of the credits Aunt Jean gets up,“Two 

hours before lights out,” she says  “I’m going to rinse off, so hurry and go pee if you need while 

I call Mark.” Mark is her boyfriend; they have been dating for years. He’s cool though a big 

nerd. 

            “I’m good.” 

She plants a loud smooch on my forehead before disappearing behind the hallway wall. I 

pull out and read Lolita, a book recommendation from my quiet friend Claire. Of all things, this 

is what she won’t shut up about, so I figure I’d better read it so at least I know what the hell she’s 

talking about. 

            “Alright girlie, lights out,” Aunt Jean says coming into the room to kiss me goodnight as 

she scrunches a custom mixture of leave-in conditioner and curling gel into her damp hair. 

            I push the book off on the coffee table and kiss Aunt Jean on her cheek. She throws a 

blanket at me. “Thanks.” 

            She smiles and leaves the room, shutting off the light behind her. A soft sound of rhythm 

and blues hums from behind her bedroom door as Zoe Bell finds me curled up on the couch. She 

walks up and down my body, stopping only to sniff my face. 

            “Lay down, kitty,” I say to the Russian Blue as I gently push her to her side. She finally 

settles behind my knees, warming me and encouraging sleep.  
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            The lyrics of the music get louder. Too loud. I pry my heavy eyes open but there’s 

nothing is out of place and the music returns to its original volume as I wake. Zoe jumps off the 

couch and struts across the room to her water dish. 

            I jump, startled, as I see a shadow of a foot pull into darkness along the entryway wall. 

Zoe drinks her water unfazed by whoever is lurking in the room. 

            I pull the blanket up, covering all but my eyes as I tuck my knees under my chin. 

Watching and waiting, I see no further movement. Too scared to make a sound, I toss one of the 

throw pillows from the couch. It hits something with a soft thud and something falls to the tiled 

floor with a much louder clunk. Zoe Bell goes running with the second sound and I tense up. 

            Aunt Jean appears from the hall seconds later. “What was that?” 

            Too scared to say anything, I point. 

            She turns on the light, blinding me as the room fills with a fluorescent glow. I squint for a 

second. 

            “Why is there a pillow here?” she asks. 

            “Someone was there,” I finally say. “I saw a foot.” 

            Aunt Jean sighs, “You saw my boots behind the fern,” she tells me, kicking the shoes 

closer to her shoe rack and in view. 

“No, I—” 

She gasps as she picks up a figurine that had fallen over, the clunk noise. Mom had given the 

figurine to her when they were younger; it is of two little girls, one with tight curls pulling 
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another girl with straight hair in a red wagon. Mom had made some alterations to make it more 

fitting to represent them, changing the hair of the girl in the wagon from blonde to red to match 

her own and the other girl’s skin to something a little darker to match Aunt Jean’s caramel-

brown tone. 

            “Is it broken?” I ask, knowing how much she cares for it. 

            She looks it over and shakes her head. “No, it’s not,” she says, looking over once more, 

“it's fine.” She smiles at me and places it back on the console table. “Now, go to bed and no 

more throwing things,” she says firmly as she tosses the yellow pintuck pillow back at me. 

            “Wait,” I shriek as she turns and switches the light back off. “Can you put the nightlight 

out here?” I ask. She nods and removes it from the bathroom and plugs it in over Zoe’s water 

dish. 

            Aunt Jean goes back to her room after double-checking the locks on the door, having 

some paranoia from me seep in no doubt. The muffled music from behind her closed bedroom 

door returns but soon fades and stops altogether. My eyes trace the room, looking in the shadows 

cast by the nightlight—nothing. There is a sliver of the kitchen still dark but anyone entering 

would have to pass by me. Convincing myself the coast is clear, I close my eyes.  

Things we like:  

• Creepy antique shops always make great settings! 

• Loved the duck and the ghost line as a voice (though I do agree, by the time we learned 

the main character’s name is “ducky” I had forgotten the joke) 

• I liked the description of an as yet unopened “spooky floral shop” 

• The details of this downtown and how the shops are all interconnected is kind of fun. 

Very small-town feel.  

 

Things that might need a second look:  

• First line is eye-catching, but confused me when it didn’t tie in right away. 
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• When the ghost is surprised to be spoken too, I was confused why he hadn’t reacted when 

he was first addressed. 

o There’s a dissonance between what the protagonist thinks and what the writer 

wants us to understand, which is a very interesting line to walk. It can be very 

effective in some circumstances, but I read this chapter as 3rd limited, so that 

dissonance manifests as the character holding back key details for no reason, or 

not realizing things that are right in front of them. Like the red-haired man’s 

behavior and the fact that all his dialogue is in itallics. It’s screaming “THIS GUY 

IS SUPERNATURAL!!” but the MC doesn’t seem to take notice of any of that 

other than that the guys is weird...but we’re seeing it from the MC’s POV, so how 

could we pick up on dialogue in itallics if the MC isn’t processing it? The italics 

really confused me, honestly. I thought it was italics because it was a poem or he 

was quoting something at first but then it just kept going.  

o Along with that, there are a few times in the blocking where I’m not sure what the 

character is actually experiencing. Like when the MC looks for the red-haired 

man through the window after going into the store. I don’t know if they see him 

or not, which seems like a very important detail that the MC would absolutely 

know, but isn’t sharing with us. Same with when they throw the pillow up the hall 

after seeing the scary shadow and it knocks something over. Can they see what 

happened? It seems like they know...but they aren’t telling us. 

• I wished I’d been able to get a sense of who the main character was in the first page (how 

old they were, where they fall in life, etc.) 

• I wish we’d gotten a description of the ghost when it was standing in front of Duckie 

instead of later when she’s talking to her aunt. I definitely thought “Duckie” was a 

nickname, not her real name. Also similarly, I didn’t really put together that the invisible 

guy was a ghost. The gold confetti and the lilting brogue had me convinced this was a 

leprechaun haha 

• Duckie seems young for an adult novel protagonist. Agreed. I couldn’t get a grasp on her 

age.  

• The opening with golden flakes drifting down onto the protagonist’s book was very 

mysterious and interesting, especially when no one else seems to be able to see 

them...except then, one paragraph down, we find out its a weird guy throwing confetti 

and the MC knew where it was coming from the whole time, so I was disappointed 

because my perception of what was happening was different from what the character was 

actually experiencing from their POV. 

• A lot of the scenes seem only to be maneuvering the story into place for something to 

happen rather than giving us backstory or important character details that will get us 

ready for an inciting incident. A lot of mundane things happen where the characters go 

about their normal lives...but without any of the key voicey “this is who you’re going to 

be reading about for the next 300 pages!” types of life and personality details that would 

help me know what Ducky wants, what will happen if they don’t get it, and what’s in the 

way. And, along with that: 

• Be careful with details! The things you choose to focus on and describe are the things 

your reader is going to zero in on either because it says something about the character or 

is going to be important later on in the plot. There were very specific details randomly 

littered throughout this chapter that seemed empty of meaning. Your first chapter is the 
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only time and space an editor or agent are going to give your manuscript before they 

decide to keep reading (maybe even the first page!) so make sure you use that real estate 

wisely.  

 


